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The book that gives creative writers the tools they need to master their writing process with
Scrivener.If you've ever been intimidated by Scrivener, set your fears to rest.Scrivener
Superpowers is not just another how-to-use-software book. It's an entertaining, easy-to-read,
and deeply helpful guide to take your story from concept to completion using the most cutting-
edge writing program available.Yes, it will teach you how to use many of Scrivener's features
with screenshots and illustrations. More importantly, however, it will show you how each feature
can be applied to the creative writing process to maximize results, increase your productivity,
and help you finish your books faster.The tutorial is packed with advice from other successful
authors, so you can pick and choose what works for you, and leave the rest alone.If you're ready
to gain access to your writerly superpowers, get the sample and try the book today.

"This book is comprehensive, students like to read it, color enhancements are great. This is a
textbook first and then can be used as a reference later.""It's well-written, has good review
questions, and good instructor resources. Also, the CertBlaster test prep exams from Student
Downloads are an excellent resource.""I like the step by step approach with complete images.
This means that in lecture I can easily brush past these section and give shorter demonstrations
because the text covers the material so well. I like the detail on other OSes in the appendix. The
hands-on exercises provide the starting point for great labs without having to purchase an
additional book.""I love the fact that the software and hardware texts are complementary. When
students take the sequence with me it feels almost like a year long course rather than two
disconnected courses. There is enough in common between software and hardware texts that
students feel totally comfortable with the 2nd text at the start but there really isn't much useless
overlap between the two that it feels like a "rerun". The texts are written such that a complete
beginner to the subject can understand yet the more experienced students learn as well. Great
balance!"About the AuthorJean Andrews has more than 30 years of experience in the computer
industry, including more than 13 years in the college classroom. She has worked in a variety of
businesses designing, writing, and supporting application software; managing a PC repair help
desk; and troubleshooting wide area networks. She has written numerous books on software,
hardware, and the Internet, including the bestselling A+ GUIDE TO MANAGING AND
MAINTAINING YOUR PC, 8th Edition, and A+ GUIDE TO HARDWARE: MANAGING,
MAINTAINING AND TROUBLESHOOTING, Sixth Edition. She lives in north Georgia.
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BottomA couple years ago I bottomed out. Despite my best efforts, I reached a low point in my
writing practice the likes of which I had never seen. I had writer’s block. I couldn’t finish anything.I
had finished stories before, of course, but my story ideas always came in a burst of inspiration
that seemed to fall out of the sky and onto the page through the force of some divine power.
Those inspired moments make many writers fall in love with storytelling in the first place. I’m no
different.If you’ve ever experienced it yourself, you know how unreliable that kind of lightning
strike is. The real challenge is trying to write something when you aren’t inspired, when you have
nothing to start with and don’t know where you’re going. That’s the stuff that makes artists and
true professionals. Not the lightning strikes, but the hard work and stick-to-itiveness required for
a daily creative practice of any kind.I despaired and stayed up nights thinking about how to
overcome my block. I wrote in notebooks, in minimalist word processors, in Microsoft Word, and
in Google Docs. I scrabbled desperately to climb up from rock bottom by sheer force of will.I
started a dozen more stories. I hated them all. I never finished a single one.I returned to my study
of story craft and listened to every writing and publishing podcast I could get my hands on. I
scoured the collective knowledge of writers everywhere for a way forward. If I could just finish a



draft, I thought, I would be able to make my way from there.In this time of deep soul searching I
discovered that the biggest names in indie publishing were using a program called Scrivener to
write their books. Not the piddling short stories I was trying to finish, but novels! Entire series!
The projects I had only dreamed of attempting. They weren’t just using Scrivener, either. They
were raving about how amazing it was.I’m not the type of person who buys into hype easily. Yet
the topic of Scrivener kept cropping up. You know how it is when you hear about something new
for the first time and it strikes a chord in you? In the following days and weeks, you suddenly see
it everywhere you look. Social scientists call this “the frequency illusion,” and I got it hard with
Scrivener.I was desperate, so I decided to give it a try.What I discovered changed my life.What
Is Scrivener?In simple terms, Scrivener is writing software. If you’ve ever used Microsoft Word or
Google Docs or any other word processing software, you’ll be familiar with many of its features.
At a basic level, you type words in it and customize the appearance of those words on the
page.To get a little more technical, Scrivener is designed for drafting and structuring long-form
content with a focus on helping you get to the end of your first draft ( December 2015).Isn’t that
funny? A piece of software that was designed to help writers do exactly what I found myself
incapable of doing when I discovered it?Scrivener is a word processor, an organizational and
productivity tool, and an ebook compiler all in one. To think about Scrivener as “just another
writing software” would be a mistake. To see why, you have to understand the paradigm that
most modern writing software follows, and how Scrivener breaks the mold.The Next
Evolutionary Stage of Writing SoftwareLike all technology, writing tools have evolved by leaps
and bounds over the last several hundred years. We went from scrolls to notebooks to
typewriters to digital screens in a remarkably short amount of time, evolutionarily speaking.Until
Scrivener came along, however, the same linear paradigm was used: A single column of text
was broken into pages to make length manageable. As technology advanced from manual to
mechanical to digital, newly invented writing tools were based on the same linear paradigm
we’ve been using since humans first wrote on vellum scrolls. When Macintosh was designing
their operating system, for instance, they actually used a diagram of a scroll to explain the of a
digital screen. It made sense to base new technology on familiar paradigms. People adopt new
software faster and with less resistance if the programs behave as expected.I suspect that’s why
so many writers who have attended the workshops I’ve done on how to use Scrivener say that
they just don’t “get” it, that it’s “not for them,” or that the interface is “confusing.” They say that
because Scrivener doesn’t behave in the same way as the word processors they are used to.
I’ve helped many of these people get over that learning curve, and with this book I can help you
do the same.What makes Scrivener special, and the reason those big names in indie publishing
rave about it and rely on it in their daily practice, is that it breaks the mold of the linear paradigm
we’ve been using for so long.As a result, using Scrivener effectively requires a new way of
thinking. Despite the learning curve, it gives writers a great advantage. It allows you to work in a
nonlinear way. You can manipulate the structure of a document to maximum effect, keep all your
work in the same place, and much more.The Lightbulb MomentI, too, experienced a moment of



confusion when I first saw Scrivener’s interface. Fortunately, I have always been comfortable with
technology and I love learning new software. My confusion quickly melted away and what I
experienced next was nothing short of an epiphany.Using the tools that Scrivener provides,
which I’ll go over in detail in Part 3: How to Write a Story in Scrivener for Mac and Part 4: How to
Write a Story in Scrivener for Windows, I immediately began to finish my drafts. My writer’s block
evaporated because I had a tool to help me break my story down and figure out what was
missing. Beyond that it was simply a matter of stringing sentences together until I reached every
writer’s two favorite words: THE END.Don’t get me wrong, those first drafts were terrible and
many have never seen the light of day. I quickly realized that I needed to join writing groups, ask
others for feedback, and eventually hire editors to take my work to the next level. Scrivener isn’t a
magic bullet that’s going to make you an amazing writer overnight. It will, however, give you the
power to take your story across the finish line, which is the first step to success.I’ve published
three short stories and a novel since my landmark discovery. This book was also conceived,
written, and compiled with Scrivener.And I’m not the only one. In Part 2, I interview several
successful authors about how Scrivener fits into their writing process and makes a difference in
their lives.The Main Benefits of ScrivenerNow you know about the finishing power of Scrivener
and how it helped me at a crucial time in my writing journey. So what else is the program capable
of? Why should you try it if you can already finish a draft without it?I believe that every writer, no
matter how sophisticated or experienced, can find something in Scrivener to help him or her in a
daily practice. For those that have never used it, the main benefits of Scrivener can be
summarized in four high-level points:Versatility. Scrivener provides an organized writing space
that can be customized to suit your needs in each phase of the writing process.Structure.
Multiple view modes allow a manuscript of any size to be handled with ease. Instead of a
cumbersome cut and paste process, restructuring is as easy as drag and drop.Organization.
Integrated metadata and productivity tools such as labels, statuses, and word count targets
make keeping organized simpler than ever.Compilation. The Compile feature generates
publishable ebooks and print book files directly from a finished manuscript with a minimal
amount of effort.The gain in efficiency made possible by Scrivener is a huge boon to writers
today, who live in a world where ebooks and self-publishing have revolutionized the publishing
industry. This book will teach you how to get the most out of this cutting-edge software. In a few
instances, I also include my own methods to fill in the gaps.Get OrganizedI’ll show you how to
apply story craft methods in Scrivener such as storyboarding, character sketches, setting
sketches, and a process for revising your work.I’ll teach you to apply metadata to your story such
as point of view and draft status. I’ll guide you in the proper use of Snapshots to version control
your drafts, and demonstrate how to use backups to remove the fear of losing your work.Also,
you’ll learn why scenes are the basic unit of storytelling and how to structure your Scrivener file
in a focused way according to this principle.Amplify Your ProductivityWhen they’re used
correctly, word count targets in Scrivener are great positive encouragement. Rely on the carrot,
not the stick, to stay motivated. Small achievable goals, notifications, and progress bars will



keep you energized in a way that staring down a wall of words never could. I’ll also teach you a
method for tracking your progress over time that allows you to identify when you’re most
productive.Spot problems early by manipulating your manuscript’s structure. The earlier you can
see and resolve issues with your story, the less time you’ll spend rewriting and editing your
work.Lastly, spend less time and money formatting books. With Scrivener, there’s no need to
maintain separate files or pay a formatter to do what you can do with Compile in a few
clicks.Take Your Writing Across the Finish LineMy method for finishing a draft is straightforward:
sit down every day and put words on the page until you reach the end. I recognize, however, that
every writer’s process is different. Some people write out of order. Maybe you like to write the
opening scene, then the climax scene, then the ending before going back to fill in the rest. With
Scrivener, I’ll show you how to work according to your own process.Once your manuscript is
done, I’ll walk you through Compile so you can generate files for editors, beta readers, or
publication. Plus, I’ll show you a few advanced tips that will make your lives a whole lot
easier.The additional resources in Part 5 will also help you take your writing to the next level. Use
my No Nonsense Novel Template to kickstart new stories, and explore the further reading
recommendations for extra opportunities to learn.PART 2Interviews with AuthorsConversations
About ScrivenerIn the interviews that follow, I speak to six authors who use Scrivener for their
work. We talk about why they switched to Scrivener from alternative writing software and how
they use the program in their daily writing practice.Each of these authors is at a different level of
experience, success, and technical savvy, which provides a good cross-section of viewpoints. I
hope the passion they exude sparks your creativity and gives you plenty of ideas for ways to
refine your own process.Each chapter includes a summary of the interview with key takeaways
plus a link to watch the complete interview video on YouTube.Joanna PennBestselling author,
professional speaker, and creative entrepreneur Joanna Penn credits Scrivener with helping her
to mature as a writer. “It really is one of those life-changing tools for people and I think it’s
brilliant. I’m a real evangelist for Scrivener!” Joanna says. On the road to becoming a full-time
writer, Joanna has learned a lot and shares her knowledge with fellow authors in her nonfiction
books and on her website The Creative Penn.The discovery of Scrivener came in 2012 for
Joanna, just after she had finished her first fiction book. Prior to that all her writing was done in
Microsoft Word. Her method of writing out of order was “a nightmare” in Word, so Scrivener’s
drag and drop feature won her over immediately. “As soon as I learned that you could throw stuff
in and drag and drop the files around, that was it. All was solved.”As with many authors who write
for a living, Joanna often has many projects on the go, and Scrivener helps her to organize her
ideas and her workload. “I’m working in and around seven or eight projects at the same time,”
she says. Although Joanna uses only about 20% of the features that Scrivener has to offer, she
has found a system that works for her. “Basically, with a novel I will usually dump one liners of
probably ten scenes. I don’t heavily outline at the moment. Once I know the first 20,000 words I
will then start the first draft. I will either be in a library or café and I’ll open Scrivener.” From here
she uses the word count feature and writes around 2,000 words or a complete scene at each



sitting. Once this process is completed and she has a first draft, she marks each scene with a
yellow flag to show it is ready for editing. “When all the flags are yellow, I print out the whole
book, and do my first edit by hand, and then I will enter all the changes back into Scrivener,” she
says. Once happy with the edit, she changes each flag to blue, then compiles it to Word and
sends it to her editor, who marks it up using Track Changes. “Then I will manually enter those
into Scrivener, because one, I want to learn, but two, I don’t want to necessarily use all the edits.
I do those edits, then change the flags to green, then I will have a proofreader do the same
process. And then I publish.”The compile feature allows Joanna to self-publish her books in
different formats without the need to hire a formatter. This is one of the main reasons she
recommends Scrivener to fellow authors. “If you’re self-publishing, you should have Scrivener.
It’s just a no-brainer,” she says.For Joanna, Scrivener has become an indispensable tool. She
has found a method that works for her and has become more organized as a result. “I’m quite
happy with my process and I think I’m pretty productive,” she says. You can learn more about
how Joanna uses Scrivener, including access to a forty minute behind-the-scenes video when
you sign up to her email list. Plus, you can get tons of other writing and self-publishing tips on
her website at .Garrett RobinsonGarrett Robinson is a prolific independent author who published
over twenty-five titles in 2013 alone. Coming from a background in the film industry, he is a self-
taught expert on self-publishing and shares his knowledge with others through online video
tutorials, blogs and podcasts. His work on the Nightblade dark fantasy series was also recently
acquired by Sterling and Stone, a small independent press.While working as a freelance
filmmaker, Garrett wrote a number of scripts that he hoped to take to the big screen and direct.
It’s a tough industry to break into, though, and when a friend and fellow writer, Zach Bolger,
suggested he turn his scripts into books, Garrett agreed. “So then I began writing. And he turned
me onto The Self-Publishing Podcast and that’s where I first heard about Scrivener. And I got it
and just started learning everything I could about the program—because it’s incredibly
powerful.”Garrett has used Scrivener to write all his books, and uses it alongside Celtx when
writing film scripts. “When I do a film project now I will generally have my Celtx project in which
the script writing happens, but I actually do still use a Scrivener file because I use my research
folder with links to websites and everything like that. Because that’s a functionality that Celtx
doesn’t have. In fact I’ve never really seen a word processor, except for Scrivener, that does
that.”When writing his novels, Garrett has a fine-tuned method. “How it starts is a very, very
simple concept for the book. Just what’s called the logline—in one or two sentences, what is the
book? And then it’s just taking the simple, core concept that is at the center of the book and
expanding it and expanding it and expanding it, until I have an outline that is detailed. And then I
take all of those beats, I put them in the binder and I start actually writing the first draft of the
book.” Using his “story beats” he creates a detailed outline and is able to write his first draft very
quickly.During the draft writing process Garrett relies on Scrivener’s word count feature to help
him track and improve his productivity. He has discovered he is at his most productive when
working in hour-long chunks. “I’ll generally write between 2500 and 3500 words an hour. And I



keep track of my hours. I have my word counter sitting there and I always have it set for a goal for
this hour of 2500 words.” He also snaps a picture of the Scrivener screen word counter and
posts it to his social media as way of keeping his fans posted on his progress.For the
developmental editing stage, Garrett uses Scrivener’s Compile feature to export the files to an
ebook. He reads through the entire manuscript on his Kindle, making notes, then he goes back
to Scrivener and makes structural changes. Next, he works on the copyediting, directly in
Scrivener to get his phrasing right, before reading through the book in Scrivener again to check
for typos and other errors. Finally, he records all his books to audio and includes this as the last
stage of editing. “Reading a book out loud is the best way in the world to catch errors,” he
says.He has learned the ins and outs of Scrivener so that he can continually improve his
productivity and get the most out of all the program has to offer. This is especially true when it
comes to the formatting and publishing stage, and Garrett has discovered many shortcuts and
ways to improve how the final product looks. He uses metadata tags for his formatting rather
than compiling “as is,” which saves time and can produce a better final result. Metadata is
something he strongly encourages all writers who are using Scrivener to better understand. “It’s
hard to tell people a specific usage for it, because it’s so powerful and versatile and everybody’s
book will be different. So I feel like the best advice is to Google how to use Scrivener metadata
and just start fussing around with it. Play around with different options for your book and you’ll
really swiftly discover, Oh my god! This thing will change the way I format my books.”For the
YouTube series Authorpreneur Nuts & Bolts Garrett collaborates with Sterling and Stone, and
they work in a shared Scrivener file to write the scripts. Once the writing is done, Garret uses the
Compile feature to export the script to a Kindle file. “That goes on my iPad and that’s what I use
as my little teleprompter when I’m filming the show. That’s just one other way to use it. It’s a damn
versatile program.”Garrett’s books, films, blogs and vlogs can be found on his website at .Joe
BuntingJoe Bunting is the author of Let’s Write a Short Story and founder of the blog The Write
Practice. Both his book and blog show authors how to be become productive and successful
creative writers through daily practice of their craft.Joe is also a ghostwriter, and he wrote his
first book in 2010. “I was using Microsoft Word and one thing about working on a big file like a
book, it just becomes unmanageable. It takes like five minutes to load and it’s just a big pain. I
discovered Scrivener on my second book and it made everything much easier,” he says.While
Joe has encountered some authors who are resistant to trying Scrivener—as it can seem
overwhelming—he was interested in trying it. “Personally I was really, really excited about it and
felt like it was a huge motivator.”Writing in Scrivener also helped him to write more freely. “When I
was using Microsoft Word I found myself just putting everything into one document and having to
write chronologically, because that’s how it works. One of the nice things about Scrivener that I
soon found really helpful is that I could jump around a lot easier, as my writing led me, and just
use it as a place for capture. I could free write about whatever I wanted to write about that day
and put it in a folder, and I knew that folder was eventually going to be a chapter. It allowed me to
be more spontaneous and creative because I had more flexibility.” When ghostwriting nonfiction



books for clients, a lot of the content is provided and Joe uses Scrivener for structuring and
editing. “Mostly what I do is I organize and rewrite and Scrivener makes that just so much
easier.”Joe sees the strengths and weaknesses of a range of writing tools, and uses different
tools for different purposes. “I use Evernote for capturing research and Scrivener for composing
and capturing my own writing. Usually I will use Scrivener for composing the first and maybe
second draft, then for editing I often switch to Microsoft Word.” For exporting to ePub files Joe
uses Word, Scrivener, or Pages, and then Sigil to edit directly in the ePub file. “Sigil is an ePub
editor that I definitely recommend if you’re working with ebooks,” he says.Although not
exclusively using Scrivener for the entire writing process, Joe is more than happy with all it does.
“There is no other tool that is as great as Scrivener for structuring your book, for organizing
things, for managing large documents, even documents like book proposals or long articles. It’s
not just for books. For managing those large projects, it’s perfect, but it’s not perfect for
everything. Could it be perfect for everything? Maybe. But maybe you can’t make it perfect
without breaking it,” he says. For more on writing craft, visit Joe’s blog at .Gwen HernandezGwen
Hernandez is the author of the romantic suspense series Men of Steele and the nonfiction book
Productivity Tools for Writers. Before becoming a professional writer, Gwen worked in computer
programming and was also an engineer.A friend recommended Scrivener to her not long after
she began writing and at first she was skeptical. “I remember thinking, why on earth would I need
writing software? I have a word processor—I was using Word—and I couldn’t imagine what it
could possibly bring to the table. But pretty much instantly I realized the value,” she says. Her first
reaction was “amazement” and once she started using Scrivener she discovered many features
that would enhance her writing process. “The fact that it would open up to where I left off was
brilliant in my mind, and the ability to see the whole structure of your story and shuffle things
around as needed, go immediately where you need to go, color-code things to keep yourself on
track, leave notes for yourself—everything. It just blew me away.”Gwen’s writing process is
completely different for her fiction and nonfiction, and Scrivener easily adapts to this. “It’s nice
having a program that supports both styles,” she says. Her fiction style is based around the four-
part story structure—a modification of the three-part—and she begins in Scrivener by creating
four “part” folders in the binder, and creating her scenes in there. “When I start it’s just part
folders with lots of scene documents in them. I don’t think in chapters so much as I think in
scenes. I organize into chapters after I’ve got the whole first draft written and feel pretty solid with
it.” For her fiction she doesn’t outline in great detail and is more of a “pantser” when it comes to
plotting. Scrivener helps her to feel organized and see the structure of her story clearly. “Even
though my process is very disorganized, Scrivener helps me keep it all together,” she says.When
writing nonfiction her approach is very different, and she carefully outlines and creates folders
for each chapter. “Being able to use the color-coding to keep track of where I was in the process
for each individual chapter, and what I needed to work on next, was invaluable.”During the
drafting process Gwen writes in the full-screen Composition Mode to block out distractions and
uses project targets to help stay motivated. For fiction, she writes each scene based on a brief



outline on a synopsis card, and then uses color-coding to keep track of which character’s point
of view she is in. Gwen uses annotations and comments while writing to flag issues to check, fix
or research later.For self-editing she also uses color-coding to keep track of where she is in the
process. She reads her first draft on her iPad and listens to her book through Scrivener’s text-to-
speech function as an added way of picking up any errors that have slipped through. Her editors
and beta readers edit in Word documents using Track Changes, so she uses two monitors and
manually takes her changes back into Scrivener.When it comes to formatting her books and
teaching others about the Compile feature, Gwen has found it can take time for most people to
understand that it is based on a “rules oriented” instead of a “what you see is what you get
oriented” output process. “If you’ve used Word your whole life and you are not a software
programmer it’s really weird. Because every word processor out there is WYSIWYG (What You
See Is What You Get). It’s taken me until recently to think of it as applying rules to types and
really making sure people understand the hierarchy of the binder and what that means. Because
if you can get the levels down then you can understand the formatting tab and compile—and
you’ve got it nailed.” She has found that some people become frustrated when trying to use
Scrivener to create a publishing layout, and explains, “It’s invented as a drafting tool. The fact
that you can self-publish in it—bonus. It’s not meant to be layout software: it’s writing
software.” Gwen uses Scrivener for blogging, saying: “It serves as an archive of all of my blog
posts. Fully searchable, organized by year, month, etc. and color-coded by which blog website
it’s on.” Another unique way she uses Scrivener is for project management. She has set up an
“appearances project” and uses folders within to collate, track and archive all the workshops,
courses and appearances she does for others. “Anytime I’m going to give a workshop or an
online course or a guest blog or some kind of interview—I have all of the information there.” In
Scrivener, everything is searchable which helps when planning future appearances. “I don’t have
to recreate the wheel every single time I give a workshop,” she says.You can find more about her
books on Gwen’s website at .Rachel AaronRachel Aaron is a fantasy and science fiction author
who has been writing full-time since 2009. The Legend of Eli Monpress and The Paradox Trilogy
(as Rachel Bach) are both published by Orbit, and she has recently self-published the first two
books in The Heartstrikers Series plus the nonfiction book 2,000 to 10,000: How to Write Faster,
Write Better, and Write More of What You Love. The latter describes how she went from writing
2,000 words a day to 10,000 words a day without increasing her writing time, and it has been a
big hit, helping many fellow writers transform their process and become more
productive.Hearing about Scrivener shortly after discovering her 2k to 10k method, Rachel was
thrilled to find a program so intuitively suited to her needs. “I was still writing in Word back then
because apparently I lived in the Stone Age. But I started the fifth (Eli Monpress) book with my
process and Scrivener—and that was like writing candy. It was smooth. It immediately clicked,”
she says.Prior to becoming a full-time author she was a web developer and is analytical in her
approach to writing. “There are many different ways of thinking about plots—but I like to think
about mine as a system. We have a problem. We have characters. We have all these different



things that are all going on at the same time and somehow they all have to make sense. They all
have to happen together. And they all have to happen in a way that is interesting. And that’s a
pretty big challenge.” Scrivener excels in managing this challenge and allows Rachel to track the
unique information relating to the characters and world she is currently writing in—and to keep it
all in one place. “That is one of the things I love about Scrivener. I can just make a folder, I can
name it anything, I can throw as many pages or pictures or links to other things as I want under
there and just keep track of it all.” For her fiction books she outlines heavily, and prefers to do this
in longhand to begin with. But once she is ready to go into detail, everything goes into Scrivener.
Rachel has created her own Scrivener template, which includes a title page, a chapter page and
a resources section. “In the resource section I always have: plot, characters, world, cuts, a folder
called edits and an individual page called worksheet, which is where I keep track of all my
writing times and numbers. Because for every book I write I’m going to have a plot, I’m going to
have characters and I’m going to have a world; I’m going to cut stuff out of it and I’m going to
have edits. And then I just change these as I go.” When plotting she creates a document called
her “scene diagram,” a list of where each scene fits and a basic one-sentence description of
what’s happening in that scene. “I use the scene diagram when I’m looking at my novel to remind
me of where I am and what’s going to happen next,” Rachel says. Using the split screen mode to
view her scene diagram and her novel at the same time makes this process seamless. A lover of
lists, she also creates them for her timeline, scene map and editing notes, all of which play
important roles during the drafting and editing stages. Rachel is aware that she only uses a small
number of the available features in Scrivener, but keeping it simple works for her. She sticks to
using her template and her lists and loves being able to create infinite folders for chapters and
resources. The word count feature is also huge and she customizes things to suit her individual
preferences and process. “Scrivener is my environment as a writer. It’s very nice; I feel like it’s my
workspace,” she says.Rachel’s blog is full of tips on becoming a more productive and
professional writer and can be found—along with all her books—on her website at .Simon
WhistlerAuthor and voice talent Simon Whistler is perhaps best known for his weekly podcast,
Rocking Self-Publishing, which features interviews with indie authors and covers a broad range
of themes and topics relevant to writers looking to self-publish their work. Following the success
of his podcast he published two books in the “For Indies” series, Audiobooks for Indies and
Bootstrapping for Indies, that aim to share his knowledge with a broader audience.He first
encountered Scrivener during his podcast interviews when different authors mentioned how it
had transformed their writing process. He decided to try it for himself and discovered that the
Binder and other tools for organizing made writing his books so much easier.Before Scrivener,
he used Google Docs for his writing. “I had like 20,000 words tapped out in there which was
simple to do but became confusing. I basically just couldn’t manage that, just having to search
through to find things. Making the transition from Google Docs to Scrivener was also a no-
brainer, and I’d been told Scrivener does the organization of things through those files and
folders you get on the left hand side. Basically, I grabbed everything from the Doc file and



dropped it into Scrivener,” Simon says. From here he was able to sort out chapters, so he could
easily find topics that he wanted to expand on to finish the book.Simon’s process involves
setting up text files and giving them each a title relating to a subject he wants to cover within his
book. “Then I go through and I use the synopsis bit to put some notes on what I want to cover.
Basically when the writing process actually happens, then I finally go into the main text edit bit in
the center. I go through and expand on each of these points very quickly, and then those get
crafted into the final book.”Simon admits he is not one to sit through the tutorials, preferring to
learn as he goes. He uses the Targets feature to keep to him on track with deadlines, and likes
the option of the split screen mode. His self-editing process consists of a number of drafts. “I’ll
definitely do the very rough ideas draft, taking those notes in the synopsis and document notes
section and writing from that. Then I would say the next thing I do is still a draft. The next thing
after that is still a draft and then maybe I start editing.” His editing involves mostly checking the
order and structure, leaving the job of spotting typos and fixing grammar to an editor. He also
uses the text-to-speech function that is built into Scrivener to listen to his book, as it helps him
notice errors that he may have missed when reading.While researching his next book,
Productivity for Indies, Simon asked various authors to share their productivity hacks. “Scrivener
gets an unfair number of mentions,” he says. Simon’s weekly podcast and archived author
interviews can be found at .PART 3For Mac: How to Write a Story in ScrivenerScrivener
SuperpowersHow to Use Cutting-Edge Softwareto Energize Your Creative Writing Practiceby
M.G. HerronScrivener SuperpowersHow to Use Cutting-Edge Softwareto Energize Your
Creative Writing Practiceby M.G. HerronCopyrightScrivener Superpowers: How to Use Cutting-
Edge Software to Energize Your Creative Writing PracticeCopyright © 2016-2017 by M.G.
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the AuthorPART 1IntroductionPART 1IntroductionScrivener SuperpowersRock BottomA couple
years ago I bottomed out. Despite my best efforts, I reached a low point in my writing practice
the likes of which I had never seen. I had writer’s block. I couldn’t finish anything.I had finished
stories before, of course, but my story ideas always came in a burst of inspiration that seemed to
fall out of the sky and onto the page through the force of some divine power. Those inspired
moments make many writers fall in love with storytelling in the first place. I’m no different.If
you’ve ever experienced it yourself, you know how unreliable that kind of lightning strike is. The
real challenge is trying to write something when you aren’t inspired, when you have nothing to
start with and don’t know where you’re going. That’s the stuff that makes artists and true
professionals. Not the lightning strikes, but the hard work and stick-to-itiveness required for a
daily creative practice of any kind.I despaired and stayed up nights thinking about how to
overcome my block. I wrote in notebooks, in minimalist word processors, in Microsoft Word, and
in Google Docs. I scrabbled desperately to climb up from rock bottom by sheer force of will.I
started a dozen more stories. I hated them all. I never finished a single one.I returned to my study
of story craft and listened to every writing and publishing podcast I could get my hands on. I
scoured the collective knowledge of writers everywhere for a way forward. If I could just finish a
draft, I thought, I would be able to make my way from there.In this time of deep soul searching I



discovered that the biggest names in indie publishing were using a program called Scrivener to
write their books. Not the piddling short stories I was trying to finish, but novels! Entire series!
The projects I had only dreamed of attempting. They weren’t just using Scrivener, either. They
were raving about how amazing it was.I’m not the type of person who buys into hype easily. Yet
the topic of Scrivener kept cropping up. You know how it is when you hear about something new
for the first time and it strikes a chord in you? In the following days and weeks, you suddenly see
it everywhere you look. Social scientists call this “the frequency illusion,” and I got it hard with
Scrivener.I was desperate, so I decided to give it a try.What I discovered changed my life.What
Is Scrivener?In simple terms, Scrivener is writing software. If you’ve ever used Microsoft Word or
Google Docs or any other word processing software, you’ll be familiar with many of its features.
At a basic level, you type words in it and customize the appearance of those words on the
page.To get a little more technical, Scrivener is designed for drafting and structuring long-form
content with a focus on helping you get to the end of your first draft ( December 2015).Isn’t that
funny? A piece of software that was designed to help writers do exactly what I found myself
incapable of doing when I discovered it?Scrivener is a word processor, an organizational and
productivity tool, and an ebook compiler all in one. To think about Scrivener as “just another
writing software” would be a mistake. To see why, you have to understand the paradigm that
most modern writing software follows, and how Scrivener breaks the mold.The Next
Evolutionary Stage of Writing SoftwareLike all technology, writing tools have evolved by leaps
and bounds over the last several hundred years. We went from scrolls to notebooks to
typewriters to digital screens in a remarkably short amount of time, evolutionarily speaking.Until
Scrivener came along, however, the same linear paradigm was used: A single column of text
was broken into pages to make length manageable. As technology advanced from manual to
mechanical to digital, newly invented writing tools were based on the same linear paradigm
we’ve been using since humans first wrote on vellum scrolls. When Macintosh was designing
their operating system, for instance, they actually used a diagram of a scroll to explain the of a
digital screen. It made sense to base new technology on familiar paradigms. People adopt new
software faster and with less resistance if the programs behave as expected.I suspect that’s why
so many writers who have attended the workshops I’ve done on how to use Scrivener say that
they just don’t “get” it, that it’s “not for them,” or that the interface is “confusing.” They say that
because Scrivener doesn’t behave in the same way as the word processors they are used to.
I’ve helped many of these people get over that learning curve, and with this book I can help you
do the same.What makes Scrivener special, and the reason those big names in indie publishing
rave about it and rely on it in their daily practice, is that it breaks the mold of the linear paradigm
we’ve been using for so long.As a result, using Scrivener effectively requires a new way of
thinking. Despite the learning curve, it gives writers a great advantage. It allows you to work in a
nonlinear way. You can manipulate the structure of a document to maximum effect, keep all your
work in the same place, and much more.The Lightbulb MomentI, too, experienced a moment of
confusion when I first saw Scrivener’s interface. Fortunately, I have always been comfortable with



technology and I love learning new software. My confusion quickly melted away and what I
experienced next was nothing short of an epiphany.Using the tools that Scrivener provides,
which I’ll go over in detail in Part 3: How to Write a Story in Scrivener for Mac and Part 4: How to
Write a Story in Scrivener for Windows, I immediately began to finish my drafts. My writer’s block
evaporated because I had a tool to help me break my story down and figure out what was
missing. Beyond that it was simply a matter of stringing sentences together until I reached every
writer’s two favorite words: THE END.Don’t get me wrong, those first drafts were terrible and
many have never seen the light of day. I quickly realized that I needed to join writing groups, ask
others for feedback, and eventually hire editors to take my work to the next level. Scrivener isn’t a
magic bullet that’s going to make you an amazing writer overnight. It will, however, give you the
power to take your story across the finish line, which is the first step to success.I’ve published
three short stories and a novel since my landmark discovery. This book was also conceived,
written, and compiled with Scrivener.And I’m not the only one. In Part 2, I interview several
successful authors about how Scrivener fits into their writing process and makes a difference in
their lives.Scrivener SuperpowersRock BottomA couple years ago I bottomed out. Despite my
best efforts, I reached a low point in my writing practice the likes of which I had never seen. I had
writer’s block. I couldn’t finish anything.I had finished stories before, of course, but my story
ideas always came in a burst of inspiration that seemed to fall out of the sky and onto the page
through the force of some divine power. Those inspired moments make many writers fall in love
with storytelling in the first place. I’m no different.If you’ve ever experienced it yourself, you know
how unreliable that kind of lightning strike is. The real challenge is trying to write something
when you aren’t inspired, when you have nothing to start with and don’t know where you’re
going. That’s the stuff that makes artists and true professionals. Not the lightning strikes, but the
hard work and stick-to-itiveness required for a daily creative practice of any kind.I despaired and
stayed up nights thinking about how to overcome my block. I wrote in notebooks, in minimalist
word processors, in Microsoft Word, and in Google Docs. I scrabbled desperately to climb up
from rock bottom by sheer force of will.I started a dozen more stories. I hated them all. I never
finished a single one.I returned to my study of story craft and listened to every writing and
publishing podcast I could get my hands on. I scoured the collective knowledge of writers
everywhere for a way forward. If I could just finish a draft, I thought, I would be able to make my
way from there.In this time of deep soul searching I discovered that the biggest names in indie
publishing were using a program called Scrivener to write their books. Not the piddling short
stories I was trying to finish, but novels! Entire series! The projects I had only dreamed of
attempting. They weren’t just using Scrivener, either. They were raving about how amazing it
was.I’m not the type of person who buys into hype easily. Yet the topic of Scrivener kept cropping
up. You know how it is when you hear about something new for the first time and it strikes a
chord in you? In the following days and weeks, you suddenly see it everywhere you look. Social
scientists call this “the frequency illusion,” and I got it hard with Scrivener.I was desperate, so I
decided to give it a try.What I discovered changed my life.What Is Scrivener?In simple terms,



Scrivener is writing software. If you’ve ever used Microsoft Word or Google Docs or any other
word processing software, you’ll be familiar with many of its features. At a basic level, you type
words in it and customize the appearance of those words on the page.To get a little more
technical, Scrivener is designed for drafting and structuring long-form content with a focus on
helping you get to the end of your first draft ( December 2015).Isn’t that funny? A piece of
software that was designed to help writers do exactly what I found myself incapable of doing
when I discovered it?Scrivener is a word processor, an organizational and productivity tool, and
an ebook compiler all in one. To think about Scrivener as “just another writing software” would be
a mistake. To see why, you have to understand the paradigm that most modern writing software
follows, and how Scrivener breaks the mold.The Next Evolutionary Stage of Writing
SoftwareLike all technology, writing tools have evolved by leaps and bounds over the last several
hundred years. We went from scrolls to notebooks to typewriters to digital screens in a
remarkably short amount of time, evolutionarily speaking.Until Scrivener came along, however,
the same linear paradigm was used: A single column of text was broken into pages to make
length manageable. As technology advanced from manual to mechanical to digital, newly
invented writing tools were based on the same linear paradigm we’ve been using since humans
first wrote on vellum scrolls. When Macintosh was designing their operating system, for instance,
they actually used a diagram of a scroll to explain the of a digital screen. It made sense to base
new technology on familiar paradigms. People adopt new software faster and with less
resistance if the programs behave as expected.I suspect that’s why so many writers who have
attended the workshops I’ve done on how to use Scrivener say that they just don’t “get” it, that
it’s “not for them,” or that the interface is “confusing.” They say that because Scrivener doesn’t
behave in the same way as the word processors they are used to. I’ve helped many of these
people get over that learning curve, and with this book I can help you do the same.What makes
Scrivener special, and the reason those big names in indie publishing rave about it and rely on it
in their daily practice, is that it breaks the mold of the linear paradigm we’ve been using for so
long.As a result, using Scrivener effectively requires a new way of thinking. Despite the learning
curve, it gives writers a great advantage. It allows you to work in a nonlinear way. You can
manipulate the structure of a document to maximum effect, keep all your work in the same
place, and much more.The Lightbulb MomentI, too, experienced a moment of confusion when I
first saw Scrivener’s interface. Fortunately, I have always been comfortable with technology and I
love learning new software. My confusion quickly melted away and what I experienced next was
nothing short of an epiphany.Using the tools that Scrivener provides, which I’ll go over in detail in
Part 3: How to Write a Story in Scrivener for Mac and Part 4: How to Write a Story in Scrivener
for Windows, I immediately began to finish my drafts. My writer’s block evaporated because I
had a tool to help me break my story down and figure out what was missing. Beyond that it was
simply a matter of stringing sentences together until I reached every writer’s two favorite words:
THE END.Don’t get me wrong, those first drafts were terrible and many have never seen the light
of day. I quickly realized that I needed to join writing groups, ask others for feedback, and



eventually hire editors to take my work to the next level. Scrivener isn’t a magic bullet that’s going
to make you an amazing writer overnight. It will, however, give you the power to take your story
across the finish line, which is the first step to success.I’ve published three short stories and a
novel since my landmark discovery. This book was also conceived, written, and compiled with
Scrivener.And I’m not the only one. In Part 2, I interview several successful authors about how
Scrivener fits into their writing process and makes a difference in their lives.The Main Benefits of
ScrivenerNow you know about the finishing power of Scrivener and how it helped me at a crucial
time in my writing journey. So what else is the program capable of? Why should you try it if you
can already finish a draft without it?I believe that every writer, no matter how sophisticated or
experienced, can find something in Scrivener to help him or her in a daily practice. For those that
have never used it, the main benefits of Scrivener can be summarized in four high-level
points:Versatility. Scrivener provides an organized writing space that can be customized to suit
your needs in each phase of the writing process.Structure. Multiple view modes allow a
manuscript of any size to be handled with ease. Instead of a cumbersome cut and paste
process, restructuring is as easy as drag and drop.Organization. Integrated metadata and
productivity tools such as labels, statuses, and word count targets make keeping organized
simpler than ever.Compilation. The Compile feature generates publishable ebooks and print
book files directly from a finished manuscript with a minimal amount of effort.The gain in
efficiency made possible by Scrivener is a huge boon to writers today, who live in a world where
ebooks and self-publishing have revolutionized the publishing industry. This book will teach you
how to get the most out of this cutting-edge software. In a few instances, I also include my own
methods to fill in the gaps.Get OrganizedI’ll show you how to apply story craft methods in
Scrivener such as storyboarding, character sketches, setting sketches, and a process for
revising your work.I’ll teach you to apply metadata to your story such as point of view and draft
status. I’ll guide you in the proper use of Snapshots to version control your drafts, and
demonstrate how to use backups to remove the fear of losing your work.Also, you’ll learn why
scenes are the basic unit of storytelling and how to structure your Scrivener file in a focused way
according to this principle.Amplify Your ProductivityWhen they’re used correctly, word count
targets in Scrivener are great positive encouragement. Rely on the carrot, not the stick, to stay
motivated. Small achievable goals, notifications, and progress bars will keep you energized in a
way that staring down a wall of words never could. I’ll also teach you a method for tracking your
progress over time that allows you to identify when you’re most productive.Spot problems early
by manipulating your manuscript’s structure. The earlier you can see and resolve issues with
your story, the less time you’ll spend rewriting and editing your work.Lastly, spend less time and
money formatting books. With Scrivener, there’s no need to maintain separate files or pay a
formatter to do what you can do with Compile in a few clicks.Take Your Writing Across the Finish
LineMy method for finishing a draft is straightforward: sit down every day and put words on the
page until you reach the end. I recognize, however, that every writer’s process is different. Some
people write out of order. Maybe you like to write the opening scene, then the climax scene, then



the ending before going back to fill in the rest. With Scrivener, I’ll show you how to work
according to your own process.Once your manuscript is done, I’ll walk you through Compile so
you can generate files for editors, beta readers, or publication. Plus, I’ll show you a few
advanced tips that will make your lives a whole lot easier.The additional resources in Part 5 will
also help you take your writing to the next level. Use my No Nonsense Novel Template to
kickstart new stories, and explore the further reading recommendations for extra opportunities to
learn.The Main Benefits of ScrivenerNow you know about the finishing power of Scrivener and
how it helped me at a crucial time in my writing journey. So what else is the program capable of?
Why should you try it if you can already finish a draft without it?I believe that every writer, no
matter how sophisticated or experienced, can find something in Scrivener to help him or her in a
daily practice. For those that have never used it, the main benefits of Scrivener can be
summarized in four high-level points:Versatility. Scrivener provides an organized writing space
that can be customized to suit your needs in each phase of the writing process.Structure.
Multiple view modes allow a manuscript of any size to be handled with ease. Instead of a
cumbersome cut and paste process, restructuring is as easy as drag and drop.Organization.
Integrated metadata and productivity tools such as labels, statuses, and word count targets
make keeping organized simpler than ever.Compilation. The Compile feature generates
publishable ebooks and print book files directly from a finished manuscript with a minimal
amount of effort.Versatility. Scrivener provides an organized writing space that can be
customized to suit your needs in each phase of the writing process.Structure. Multiple view
modes allow a manuscript of any size to be handled with ease. Instead of a cumbersome cut
and paste process, restructuring is as easy as drag and drop.Organization. Integrated metadata
and productivity tools such as labels, statuses, and word count targets make keeping organized
simpler than ever.Compilation. The Compile feature generates publishable ebooks and print
book files directly from a finished manuscript with a minimal amount of effort.The gain in
efficiency made possible by Scrivener is a huge boon to writers today, who live in a world where
ebooks and self-publishing have revolutionized the publishing industry. This book will teach you
how to get the most out of this cutting-edge software. In a few instances, I also include my own
methods to fill in the gaps.Get OrganizedI’ll show you how to apply story craft methods in
Scrivener such as storyboarding, character sketches, setting sketches, and a process for
revising your work.I’ll teach you to apply metadata to your story such as point of view and draft
status. I’ll guide you in the proper use of Snapshots to version control your drafts, and
demonstrate how to use backups to remove the fear of losing your work.Also, you’ll learn why
scenes are the basic unit of storytelling and how to structure your Scrivener file in a focused way
according to this principle.Amplify Your ProductivityWhen they’re used correctly, word count
targets in Scrivener are great positive encouragement. Rely on the carrot, not the stick, to stay
motivated. Small achievable goals, notifications, and progress bars will keep you energized in a
way that staring down a wall of words never could. I’ll also teach you a method for tracking your
progress over time that allows you to identify when you’re most productive.Spot problems early



by manipulating your manuscript’s structure. The earlier you can see and resolve issues with
your story, the less time you’ll spend rewriting and editing your work.Lastly, spend less time and
money formatting books. With Scrivener, there’s no need to maintain separate files or pay a
formatter to do what you can do with Compile in a few clicks.Take Your Writing Across the Finish
LineMy method for finishing a draft is straightforward: sit down every day and put words on the
page until you reach the end. I recognize, however, that every writer’s process is different. Some
people write out of order. Maybe you like to write the opening scene, then the climax scene, then
the ending before going back to fill in the rest. With Scrivener, I’ll show you how to work
according to your own process.Once your manuscript is done, I’ll walk you through Compile so
you can generate files for editors, beta readers, or publication. Plus, I’ll show you a few
advanced tips that will make your lives a whole lot easier.The additional resources in Part 5 will
also help you take your writing to the next level. Use my No Nonsense Novel Template to
kickstart new stories, and explore the further reading recommendations for extra opportunities to
learn.PART 2Interviews with AuthorsPART 2Interviews with AuthorsConversations About
ScrivenerIn the interviews that follow, I speak to six authors who use Scrivener for their work. We
talk about why they switched to Scrivener from alternative writing software and how they use the
program in their daily writing practice.Each of these authors is at a different level of experience,
success, and technical savvy, which provides a good cross-section of viewpoints. I hope the
passion they exude sparks your creativity and gives you plenty of ideas for ways to refine your
own process.Each chapter includes a summary of the interview with key takeaways plus a link to
watch the complete interview video on YouTube.Conversations About ScrivenerIn the interviews
that follow, I speak to six authors who use Scrivener for their work. We talk about why they
switched to Scrivener from alternative writing software and how they use the program in their
daily writing practice.Each of these authors is at a different level of experience, success, and
technical savvy, which provides a good cross-section of viewpoints. I hope the passion they
exude sparks your creativity and gives you plenty of ideas for ways to refine your own
process.Each chapter includes a summary of the interview with key takeaways plus a link to
watch the complete interview video on YouTube.Joanna PennBestselling author, professional
speaker, and creative entrepreneur Joanna Penn credits Scrivener with helping her to mature as
a writer. “It really is one of those life-changing tools for people and I think it’s brilliant. I’m a real
evangelist for Scrivener!” Joanna says. On the road to becoming a full-time writer, Joanna has
learned a lot and shares her knowledge with fellow authors in her nonfiction books and on her
website The Creative Penn.The discovery of Scrivener came in 2012 for Joanna, just after she
had finished her first fiction book. Prior to that all her writing was done in Microsoft Word. Her
method of writing out of order was “a nightmare” in Word, so Scrivener’s drag and drop feature
won her over immediately. “As soon as I learned that you could throw stuff in and drag and drop
the files around, that was it. All was solved.”As with many authors who write for a living, Joanna
often has many projects on the go, and Scrivener helps her to organize her ideas and her
workload. “I’m working in and around seven or eight projects at the same time,” she



says. Although Joanna uses only about 20% of the features that Scrivener has to offer, she has
found a system that works for her. “Basically, with a novel I will usually dump one liners of
probably ten scenes. I don’t heavily outline at the moment. Once I know the first 20,000 words I
will then start the first draft. I will either be in a library or café and I’ll open Scrivener.” From here
she uses the word count feature and writes around 2,000 words or a complete scene at each
sitting. Once this process is completed and she has a first draft, she marks each scene with a
yellow flag to show it is ready for editing. “When all the flags are yellow, I print out the whole
book, and do my first edit by hand, and then I will enter all the changes back into Scrivener,” she
says. Once happy with the edit, she changes each flag to blue, then compiles it to Word and
sends it to her editor, who marks it up using Track Changes. “Then I will manually enter those
into Scrivener, because one, I want to learn, but two, I don’t want to necessarily use all the edits.
I do those edits, then change the flags to green, then I will have a proofreader do the same
process. And then I publish.”The compile feature allows Joanna to self-publish her books in
different formats without the need to hire a formatter. This is one of the main reasons she
recommends Scrivener to fellow authors. “If you’re self-publishing, you should have Scrivener.
It’s just a no-brainer,” she says.For Joanna, Scrivener has become an indispensable tool. She
has found a method that works for her and has become more organized as a result. “I’m quite
happy with my process and I think I’m pretty productive,” she says. You can learn more about
how Joanna uses Scrivener, including access to a forty minute behind-the-scenes video when
you sign up to her email list. Plus, you can get tons of other writing and self-publishing tips on
her website at .Joanna PennBestselling author, professional speaker, and creative entrepreneur
Joanna Penn credits Scrivener with helping her to mature as a writer. “It really is one of those life-
changing tools for people and I think it’s brilliant. I’m a real evangelist for Scrivener!” Joanna
says. On the road to becoming a full-time writer, Joanna has learned a lot and shares her
knowledge with fellow authors in her nonfiction books and on her website The Creative
Penn.The discovery of Scrivener came in 2012 for Joanna, just after she had finished her first
fiction book. Prior to that all her writing was done in Microsoft Word. Her method of writing out of
order was “a nightmare” in Word, so Scrivener’s drag and drop feature won her over immediately.
“As soon as I learned that you could throw stuff in and drag and drop the files around, that was it.
All was solved.”As with many authors who write for a living, Joanna often has many projects on
the go, and Scrivener helps her to organize her ideas and her workload. “I’m working in and
around seven or eight projects at the same time,” she says. Although Joanna uses only about
20% of the features that Scrivener has to offer, she has found a system that works for her.
“Basically, with a novel I will usually dump one liners of probably ten scenes. I don’t heavily
outline at the moment. Once I know the first 20,000 words I will then start the first draft. I will
either be in a library or café and I’ll open Scrivener.” From here she uses the word count feature
and writes around 2,000 words or a complete scene at each sitting. Once this process is
completed and she has a first draft, she marks each scene with a yellow flag to show it is ready
for editing. “When all the flags are yellow, I print out the whole book, and do my first edit by hand,



and then I will enter all the changes back into Scrivener,” she says. Once happy with the edit, she
changes each flag to blue, then compiles it to Word and sends it to her editor, who marks it up
using Track Changes. “Then I will manually enter those into Scrivener, because one, I want to
learn, but two, I don’t want to necessarily use all the edits. I do those edits, then change the flags
to green, then I will have a proofreader do the same process. And then I publish.”The compile
feature allows Joanna to self-publish her books in different formats without the need to hire a
formatter. This is one of the main reasons she recommends Scrivener to fellow authors. “If you’re
self-publishing, you should have Scrivener. It’s just a no-brainer,” she says.For Joanna, Scrivener
has become an indispensable tool. She has found a method that works for her and has become
more organized as a result. “I’m quite happy with my process and I think I’m pretty productive,”
she says. You can learn more about how Joanna uses Scrivener, including access to a forty
minute behind-the-scenes video when you sign up to her email list. Plus, you can get tons of
other writing and self-publishing tips on her website at .Garrett RobinsonGarrett Robinson is a
prolific independent author who published over twenty-five titles in 2013 alone. Coming from a
background in the film industry, he is a self-taught expert on self-publishing and shares his
knowledge with others through online video tutorials, blogs and podcasts. His work on the
Nightblade dark fantasy series was also recently acquired by Sterling and Stone, a small
independent press.While working as a freelance filmmaker, Garrett wrote a number of scripts
that he hoped to take to the big screen and direct. It’s a tough industry to break into, though, and
when a friend and fellow writer, Zach Bolger, suggested he turn his scripts into books, Garrett
agreed. “So then I began writing. And he turned me onto The Self-Publishing Podcast and that’s
where I first heard about Scrivener. And I got it and just started learning everything I could about
the program—because it’s incredibly powerful.”Garrett has used Scrivener to write all his books,
and uses it alongside Celtx when writing film scripts. “When I do a film project now I will
generally have my Celtx project in which the script writing happens, but I actually do still use a
Scrivener file because I use my research folder with links to websites and everything like that.
Because that’s a functionality that Celtx doesn’t have. In fact I’ve never really seen a word
processor, except for Scrivener, that does that.”When writing his novels, Garrett has a fine-tuned
method. “How it starts is a very, very simple concept for the book. Just what’s called the logline—
in one or two sentences, what is the book? And then it’s just taking the simple, core concept that
is at the center of the book and expanding it and expanding it and expanding it, until I have an
outline that is detailed. And then I take all of those beats, I put them in the binder and I start
actually writing the first draft of the book.” Using his “story beats” he creates a detailed outline
and is able to write his first draft very quickly.During the draft writing process Garrett relies on
Scrivener’s word count feature to help him track and improve his productivity. He has discovered
he is at his most productive when working in hour-long chunks. “I’ll generally write between 2500
and 3500 words an hour. And I keep track of my hours. I have my word counter sitting there and I
always have it set for a goal for this hour of 2500 words.” He also snaps a picture of the Scrivener
screen word counter and posts it to his social media as way of keeping his fans posted on his



progress.For the developmental editing stage, Garrett uses Scrivener’s Compile feature to
export the files to an ebook. He reads through the entire manuscript on his Kindle, making notes,
then he goes back to Scrivener and makes structural changes. Next, he works on the
copyediting, directly in Scrivener to get his phrasing right, before reading through the book in
Scrivener again to check for typos and other errors. Finally, he records all his books to audio and
includes this as the last stage of editing. “Reading a book out loud is the best way in the world to
catch errors,” he says.He has learned the ins and outs of Scrivener so that he can continually
improve his productivity and get the most out of all the program has to offer. This is especially
true when it comes to the formatting and publishing stage, and Garrett has discovered many
shortcuts and ways to improve how the final product looks. He uses metadata tags for his
formatting rather than compiling “as is,” which saves time and can produce a better final result.
Metadata is something he strongly encourages all writers who are using Scrivener to better
understand. “It’s hard to tell people a specific usage for it, because it’s so powerful and versatile
and everybody’s book will be different. So I feel like the best advice is to Google how to use
Scrivener metadata and just start fussing around with it. Play around with different options for
your book and you’ll really swiftly discover, Oh my god! This thing will change the way I format
my books.”For the YouTube series Authorpreneur Nuts & Bolts Garrett collaborates with Sterling
and Stone, and they work in a shared Scrivener file to write the scripts. Once the writing is done,
Garret uses the Compile feature to export the script to a Kindle file. “That goes on my iPad and
that’s what I use as my little teleprompter when I’m filming the show. That’s just one other way to
use it. It’s a damn versatile program.”Garrett’s books, films, blogs and vlogs can be found on his
website at .Garrett RobinsonGarrett Robinson is a prolific independent author who published
over twenty-five titles in 2013 alone. Coming from a background in the film industry, he is a self-
taught expert on self-publishing and shares his knowledge with others through online video
tutorials, blogs and podcasts. His work on the Nightblade dark fantasy series was also recently
acquired by Sterling and Stone, a small independent press.While working as a freelance
filmmaker, Garrett wrote a number of scripts that he hoped to take to the big screen and direct.
It’s a tough industry to break into, though, and when a friend and fellow writer, Zach Bolger,
suggested he turn his scripts into books, Garrett agreed. “So then I began writing. And he turned
me onto The Self-Publishing Podcast and that’s where I first heard about Scrivener. And I got it
and just started learning everything I could about the program—because it’s incredibly
powerful.”Garrett has used Scrivener to write all his books, and uses it alongside Celtx when
writing film scripts. “When I do a film project now I will generally have my Celtx project in which
the script writing happens, but I actually do still use a Scrivener file because I use my research
folder with links to websites and everything like that. Because that’s a functionality that Celtx
doesn’t have. In fact I’ve never really seen a word processor, except for Scrivener, that does
that.”When writing his novels, Garrett has a fine-tuned method. “How it starts is a very, very
simple concept for the book. Just what’s called the logline—in one or two sentences, what is the
book? And then it’s just taking the simple, core concept that is at the center of the book and



expanding it and expanding it and expanding it, until I have an outline that is detailed. And then I
take all of those beats, I put them in the binder and I start actually writing the first draft of the
book.” Using his “story beats” he creates a detailed outline and is able to write his first draft very
quickly.During the draft writing process Garrett relies on Scrivener’s word count feature to help
him track and improve his productivity. He has discovered he is at his most productive when
working in hour-long chunks. “I’ll generally write between 2500 and 3500 words an hour. And I
keep track of my hours. I have my word counter sitting there and I always have it set for a goal for
this hour of 2500 words.” He also snaps a picture of the Scrivener screen word counter and
posts it to his social media as way of keeping his fans posted on his progress.For the
developmental editing stage, Garrett uses Scrivener’s Compile feature to export the files to an
ebook. He reads through the entire manuscript on his Kindle, making notes, then he goes back
to Scrivener and makes structural changes. Next, he works on the copyediting, directly in
Scrivener to get his phrasing right, before reading through the book in Scrivener again to check
for typos and other errors. Finally, he records all his books to audio and includes this as the last
stage of editing. “Reading a book out loud is the best way in the world to catch errors,” he
says.He has learned the ins and outs of Scrivener so that he can continually improve his
productivity and get the most out of all the program has to offer. This is especially true when it
comes to the formatting and publishing stage, and Garrett has discovered many shortcuts and
ways to improve how the final product looks. He uses metadata tags for his formatting rather
than compiling “as is,” which saves time and can produce a better final result. Metadata is
something he strongly encourages all writers who are using Scrivener to better understand. “It’s
hard to tell people a specific usage for it, because it’s so powerful and versatile and everybody’s
book will be different. So I feel like the best advice is to Google how to use Scrivener metadata
and just start fussing around with it. Play around with different options for your book and you’ll
really swiftly discover, Oh my god! This thing will change the way I format my books.”For the
YouTube series Authorpreneur Nuts & Bolts Garrett collaborates with Sterling and Stone, and
they work in a shared Scrivener file to write the scripts. Once the writing is done, Garret uses the
Compile feature to export the script to a Kindle file. “That goes on my iPad and that’s what I use
as my little teleprompter when I’m filming the show. That’s just one other way to use it. It’s a damn
versatile program.”Garrett’s books, films, blogs and vlogs can be found on his website at .Joe
BuntingJoe Bunting is the author of Let’s Write a Short Story and founder of the blog The Write
Practice. Both his book and blog show authors how to be become productive and successful
creative writers through daily practice of their craft.Joe is also a ghostwriter, and he wrote his
first book in 2010. “I was using Microsoft Word and one thing about working on a big file like a
book, it just becomes unmanageable. It takes like five minutes to load and it’s just a big pain. I
discovered Scrivener on my second book and it made everything much easier,” he says.While
Joe has encountered some authors who are resistant to trying Scrivener—as it can seem
overwhelming—he was interested in trying it. “Personally I was really, really excited about it and
felt like it was a huge motivator.”Writing in Scrivener also helped him to write more freely. “When I



was using Microsoft Word I found myself just putting everything into one document and having to
write chronologically, because that’s how it works. One of the nice things about Scrivener that I
soon found really helpful is that I could jump around a lot easier, as my writing led me, and just
use it as a place for capture. I could free write about whatever I wanted to write about that day
and put it in a folder, and I knew that folder was eventually going to be a chapter. It allowed me to
be more spontaneous and creative because I had more flexibility.” When ghostwriting nonfiction
books for clients, a lot of the content is provided and Joe uses Scrivener for structuring and
editing. “Mostly what I do is I organize and rewrite and Scrivener makes that just so much
easier.”Joe sees the strengths and weaknesses of a range of writing tools, and uses different
tools for different purposes. “I use Evernote for capturing research and Scrivener for composing
and capturing my own writing. Usually I will use Scrivener for composing the first and maybe
second draft, then for editing I often switch to Microsoft Word.” For exporting to ePub files Joe
uses Word, Scrivener, or Pages, and then Sigil to edit directly in the ePub file. “Sigil is an ePub
editor that I definitely recommend if you’re working with ebooks,” he says.Although not
exclusively using Scrivener for the entire writing process, Joe is more than happy with all it does.
“There is no other tool that is as great as Scrivener for structuring your book, for organizing
things, for managing large documents, even documents like book proposals or long articles. It’s
not just for books. For managing those large projects, it’s perfect, but it’s not perfect for
everything. Could it be perfect for everything? Maybe. But maybe you can’t make it perfect
without breaking it,” he says. For more on writing craft, visit Joe’s blog at .Joe BuntingJoe
Bunting is the author of Let’s Write a Short Story and founder of the blog The Write Practice.
Both his book and blog show authors how to be become productive and successful creative
writers through daily practice of their craft.Joe is also a ghostwriter, and he wrote his first book in
2010. “I was using Microsoft Word and one thing about working on a big file like a book, it just
becomes unmanageable. It takes like five minutes to load and it’s just a big pain. I discovered
Scrivener on my second book and it made everything much easier,” he says.While Joe has
encountered some authors who are resistant to trying Scrivener—as it can seem overwhelming
—he was interested in trying it. “Personally I was really, really excited about it and felt like it was a
huge motivator.”Writing in Scrivener also helped him to write more freely. “When I was using
Microsoft Word I found myself just putting everything into one document and having to write
chronologically, because that’s how it works. One of the nice things about Scrivener that I soon
found really helpful is that I could jump around a lot easier, as my writing led me, and just use it
as a place for capture. I could free write about whatever I wanted to write about that day and put
it in a folder, and I knew that folder was eventually going to be a chapter. It allowed me to be
more spontaneous and creative because I had more flexibility.” When ghostwriting nonfiction
books for clients, a lot of the content is provided and Joe uses Scrivener for structuring and
editing. “Mostly what I do is I organize and rewrite and Scrivener makes that just so much
easier.”Joe sees the strengths and weaknesses of a range of writing tools, and uses different
tools for different purposes. “I use Evernote for capturing research and Scrivener for composing



and capturing my own writing. Usually I will use Scrivener for composing the first and maybe
second draft, then for editing I often switch to Microsoft Word.” For exporting to ePub files Joe
uses Word, Scrivener, or Pages, and then Sigil to edit directly in the ePub file. “Sigil is an ePub
editor that I definitely recommend if you’re working with ebooks,” he says.Although not
exclusively using Scrivener for the entire writing process, Joe is more than happy with all it does.
“There is no other tool that is as great as Scrivener for structuring your book, for organizing
things, for managing large documents, even documents like book proposals or long articles. It’s
not just for books. For managing those large projects, it’s perfect, but it’s not perfect for
everything. Could it be perfect for everything? Maybe. But maybe you can’t make it perfect
without breaking it,” he says. For more on writing craft, visit Joe’s blog at .Gwen HernandezGwen
Hernandez is the author of the romantic suspense series Men of Steele and the nonfiction book
Productivity Tools for Writers. Before becoming a professional writer, Gwen worked in computer
programming and was also an engineer.A friend recommended Scrivener to her not long after
she began writing and at first she was skeptical. “I remember thinking, why on earth would I need
writing software? I have a word processor—I was using Word—and I couldn’t imagine what it
could possibly bring to the table. But pretty much instantly I realized the value,” she says. Her first
reaction was “amazement” and once she started using Scrivener she discovered many features
that would enhance her writing process. “The fact that it would open up to where I left off was
brilliant in my mind, and the ability to see the whole structure of your story and shuffle things
around as needed, go immediately where you need to go, color-code things to keep yourself on
track, leave notes for yourself—everything. It just blew me away.”Gwen’s writing process is
completely different for her fiction and nonfiction, and Scrivener easily adapts to this. “It’s nice
having a program that supports both styles,” she says. Her fiction style is based around the four-
part story structure—a modification of the three-part—and she begins in Scrivener by creating
four “part” folders in the binder, and creating her scenes in there. “When I start it’s just part
folders with lots of scene documents in them. I don’t think in chapters so much as I think in
scenes. I organize into chapters after I’ve got the whole first draft written and feel pretty solid with
it.” For her fiction she doesn’t outline in great detail and is more of a “pantser” when it comes to
plotting. Scrivener helps her to feel organized and see the structure of her story clearly. “Even
though my process is very disorganized, Scrivener helps me keep it all together,” she says.When
writing nonfiction her approach is very different, and she carefully outlines and creates folders
for each chapter. “Being able to use the color-coding to keep track of where I was in the process
for each individual chapter, and what I needed to work on next, was invaluable.”During the
drafting process Gwen writes in the full-screen Composition Mode to block out distractions and
uses project targets to help stay motivated. For fiction, she writes each scene based on a brief
outline on a synopsis card, and then uses color-coding to keep track of which character’s point
of view she is in. Gwen uses annotations and comments while writing to flag issues to check, fix
or research later.For self-editing she also uses color-coding to keep track of where she is in the
process. She reads her first draft on her iPad and listens to her book through Scrivener’s text-to-



speech function as an added way of picking up any errors that have slipped through. Her editors
and beta readers edit in Word documents using Track Changes, so she uses two monitors and
manually takes her changes back into Scrivener.When it comes to formatting her books and
teaching others about the Compile feature, Gwen has found it can take time for most people to
understand that it is based on a “rules oriented” instead of a “what you see is what you get
oriented” output process. “If you’ve used Word your whole life and you are not a software
programmer it’s really weird. Because every word processor out there is WYSIWYG (What You
See Is What You Get). It’s taken me until recently to think of it as applying rules to types and
really making sure people understand the hierarchy of the binder and what that means. Because
if you can get the levels down then you can understand the formatting tab and compile—and
you’ve got it nailed.” She has found that some people become frustrated when trying to use
Scrivener to create a publishing layout, and explains, “It’s invented as a drafting tool. The fact
that you can self-publish in it—bonus. It’s not meant to be layout software: it’s writing
software.” Gwen uses Scrivener for blogging, saying: “It serves as an archive of all of my blog
posts. Fully searchable, organized by year, month, etc. and color-coded by which blog website
it’s on.” Another unique way she uses Scrivener is for project management. She has set up an
“appearances project” and uses folders within to collate, track and archive all the workshops,
courses and appearances she does for others. “Anytime I’m going to give a workshop or an
online course or a guest blog or some kind of interview—I have all of the information there.” In
Scrivener, everything is searchable which helps when planning future appearances. “I don’t have
to recreate the wheel every single time I give a workshop,” she says.You can find more about her
books on Gwen’s website at .Gwen HernandezGwen Hernandez is the author of the romantic
suspense series Men of Steele and the nonfiction book Productivity Tools for Writers. Before
becoming a professional writer, Gwen worked in computer programming and was also an
engineer.A friend recommended Scrivener to her not long after she began writing and at first she
was skeptical. “I remember thinking, why on earth would I need writing software? I have a word
processor—I was using Word—and I couldn’t imagine what it could possibly bring to the table.
But pretty much instantly I realized the value,” she says. Her first reaction was “amazement” and
once she started using Scrivener she discovered many features that would enhance her writing
process. “The fact that it would open up to where I left off was brilliant in my mind, and the ability
to see the whole structure of your story and shuffle things around as needed, go immediately
where you need to go, color-code things to keep yourself on track, leave notes for yourself—
everything. It just blew me away.”Gwen’s writing process is completely different for her fiction and
nonfiction, and Scrivener easily adapts to this. “It’s nice having a program that supports both
styles,” she says. Her fiction style is based around the four-part story structure—a modification of
the three-part—and she begins in Scrivener by creating four “part” folders in the binder, and
creating her scenes in there. “When I start it’s just part folders with lots of scene documents in
them. I don’t think in chapters so much as I think in scenes. I organize into chapters after I’ve got
the whole first draft written and feel pretty solid with it.” For her fiction she doesn’t outline in great



detail and is more of a “pantser” when it comes to plotting. Scrivener helps her to feel organized
and see the structure of her story clearly. “Even though my process is very disorganized,
Scrivener helps me keep it all together,” she says.When writing nonfiction her approach is very
different, and she carefully outlines and creates folders for each chapter. “Being able to use the
color-coding to keep track of where I was in the process for each individual chapter, and what I
needed to work on next, was invaluable.”During the drafting process Gwen writes in the full-
screen Composition Mode to block out distractions and uses project targets to help stay
motivated. For fiction, she writes each scene based on a brief outline on a synopsis card, and
then uses color-coding to keep track of which character’s point of view she is in. Gwen uses
annotations and comments while writing to flag issues to check, fix or research later.For self-
editing she also uses color-coding to keep track of where she is in the process. She reads her
first draft on her iPad and listens to her book through Scrivener’s text-to-speech function as an
added way of picking up any errors that have slipped through. Her editors and beta readers edit
in Word documents using Track Changes, so she uses two monitors and manually takes her
changes back into Scrivener.When it comes to formatting her books and teaching others about
the Compile feature, Gwen has found it can take time for most people to understand that it is
based on a “rules oriented” instead of a “what you see is what you get oriented” output process.
“If you’ve used Word your whole life and you are not a software programmer it’s really weird.
Because every word processor out there is WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get). It’s
taken me until recently to think of it as applying rules to types and really making sure people
understand the hierarchy of the binder and what that means. Because if you can get the levels
down then you can understand the formatting tab and compile—and you’ve got it nailed.” She
has found that some people become frustrated when trying to use Scrivener to create a
publishing layout, and explains, “It’s invented as a drafting tool. The fact that you can self-publish
in it—bonus. It’s not meant to be layout software: it’s writing software.” Gwen uses Scrivener for
blogging, saying: “It serves as an archive of all of my blog posts. Fully searchable, organized by
year, month, etc. and color-coded by which blog website it’s on.” Another unique way she uses
Scrivener is for project management. She has set up an “appearances project” and uses folders
within to collate, track and archive all the workshops, courses and appearances she does for
others. “Anytime I’m going to give a workshop or an online course or a guest blog or some kind
of interview—I have all of the information there.” In Scrivener, everything is searchable which
helps when planning future appearances. “I don’t have to recreate the wheel every single time I
give a workshop,” she says.You can find more about her books on Gwen’s website at .Rachel
AaronRachel Aaron is a fantasy and science fiction author who has been writing full-time since
2009. The Legend of Eli Monpress and The Paradox Trilogy (as Rachel Bach) are both
published by Orbit, and she has recently self-published the first two books in The Heartstrikers
Series plus the nonfiction book 2,000 to 10,000: How to Write Faster, Write Better, and Write
More of What You Love. The latter describes how she went from writing 2,000 words a day to
10,000 words a day without increasing her writing time, and it has been a big hit, helping many



fellow writers transform their process and become more productive.Hearing about Scrivener
shortly after discovering her 2k to 10k method, Rachel was thrilled to find a program so intuitively
suited to her needs. “I was still writing in Word back then because apparently I lived in the Stone
Age. But I started the fifth (Eli Monpress) book with my process and Scrivener—and that was like
writing candy. It was smooth. It immediately clicked,” she says.Prior to becoming a full-time
author she was a web developer and is analytical in her approach to writing. “There are many
different ways of thinking about plots—but I like to think about mine as a system. We have a
problem. We have characters. We have all these different things that are all going on at the same
time and somehow they all have to make sense. They all have to happen together. And they all
have to happen in a way that is interesting. And that’s a pretty big challenge.” Scrivener excels in
managing this challenge and allows Rachel to track the unique information relating to the
characters and world she is currently writing in—and to keep it all in one place. “That is one of
the things I love about Scrivener. I can just make a folder, I can name it anything, I can throw as
many pages or pictures or links to other things as I want under there and just keep track of it
all.” For her fiction books she outlines heavily, and prefers to do this in longhand to begin with.
But once she is ready to go into detail, everything goes into Scrivener. Rachel has created her
own Scrivener template, which includes a title page, a chapter page and a resources section. “In
the resource section I always have: plot, characters, world, cuts, a folder called edits and an
individual page called worksheet, which is where I keep track of all my writing times and
numbers. Because for every book I write I’m going to have a plot, I’m going to have characters
and I’m going to have a world; I’m going to cut stuff out of it and I’m going to have edits. And then
I just change these as I go.” When plotting she creates a document called her “scene diagram,” a
list of where each scene fits and a basic one-sentence description of what’s happening in that
scene. “I use the scene diagram when I’m looking at my novel to remind me of where I am and
what’s going to happen next,” Rachel says. Using the split screen mode to view her scene
diagram and her novel at the same time makes this process seamless. A lover of lists, she also
creates them for her timeline, scene map and editing notes, all of which play important roles
during the drafting and editing stages. Rachel is aware that she only uses a small number of the
available features in Scrivener, but keeping it simple works for her. She sticks to using her
template and her lists and loves being able to create infinite folders for chapters and resources.
The word count feature is also huge and she customizes things to suit her individual preferences
and process. “Scrivener is my environment as a writer. It’s very nice; I feel like it’s my workspace,”
she says.Rachel’s blog is full of tips on becoming a more productive and professional writer and
can be found—along with all her books—on her website at .Rachel AaronRachel Aaron is a
fantasy and science fiction author who has been writing full-time since 2009. The Legend of Eli
Monpress and The Paradox Trilogy (as Rachel Bach) are both published by Orbit, and she has
recently self-published the first two books in The Heartstrikers Series plus the nonfiction book
2,000 to 10,000: How to Write Faster, Write Better, and Write More of What You Love. The latter
describes how she went from writing 2,000 words a day to 10,000 words a day without



increasing her writing time, and it has been a big hit, helping many fellow writers transform their
process and become more productive.Hearing about Scrivener shortly after discovering her 2k
to 10k method, Rachel was thrilled to find a program so intuitively suited to her needs. “I was still
writing in Word back then because apparently I lived in the Stone Age. But I started the fifth (Eli
Monpress) book with my process and Scrivener—and that was like writing candy. It was smooth.
It immediately clicked,” she says.Prior to becoming a full-time author she was a web developer
and is analytical in her approach to writing. “There are many different ways of thinking about plots
—but I like to think about mine as a system. We have a problem. We have characters. We have
all these different things that are all going on at the same time and somehow they all have to
make sense. They all have to happen together. And they all have to happen in a way that is
interesting. And that’s a pretty big challenge.” Scrivener excels in managing this challenge and
allows Rachel to track the unique information relating to the characters and world she is
currently writing in—and to keep it all in one place. “That is one of the things I love about
Scrivener. I can just make a folder, I can name it anything, I can throw as many pages or pictures
or links to other things as I want under there and just keep track of it all.” For her fiction books
she outlines heavily, and prefers to do this in longhand to begin with. But once she is ready to go
into detail, everything goes into Scrivener. Rachel has created her own Scrivener template,
which includes a title page, a chapter page and a resources section. “In the resource section I
always have: plot, characters, world, cuts, a folder called edits and an individual page called
worksheet, which is where I keep track of all my writing times and numbers. Because for every
book I write I’m going to have a plot, I’m going to have characters and I’m going to have a world;
I’m going to cut stuff out of it and I’m going to have edits. And then I just change these as I
go.” When plotting she creates a document called her “scene diagram,” a list of where each
scene fits and a basic one-sentence description of what’s happening in that scene. “I use the
scene diagram when I’m looking at my novel to remind me of where I am and what’s going to
happen next,” Rachel says. Using the split screen mode to view her scene diagram and her
novel at the same time makes this process seamless. A lover of lists, she also creates them for
her timeline, scene map and editing notes, all of which play important roles during the drafting
and editing stages. Rachel is aware that she only uses a small number of the available features
in Scrivener, but keeping it simple works for her. She sticks to using her template and her lists
and loves being able to create infinite folders for chapters and resources. The word count feature
is also huge and she customizes things to suit her individual preferences and process.
“Scrivener is my environment as a writer. It’s very nice; I feel like it’s my workspace,” she
says.Rachel’s blog is full of tips on becoming a more productive and professional writer and can
be found—along with all her books—on her website at .Simon WhistlerAuthor and voice talent
Simon Whistler is perhaps best known for his weekly podcast, Rocking Self-Publishing, which
features interviews with indie authors and covers a broad range of themes and topics relevant to
writers looking to self-publish their work. Following the success of his podcast he published two
books in the “For Indies” series, Audiobooks for Indies and Bootstrapping for Indies, that aim to



share his knowledge with a broader audience.He first encountered Scrivener during his podcast
interviews when different authors mentioned how it had transformed their writing process. He
decided to try it for himself and discovered that the Binder and other tools for organizing made
writing his books so much easier.Before Scrivener, he used Google Docs for his writing. “I had
like 20,000 words tapped out in there which was simple to do but became confusing. I basically
just couldn’t manage that, just having to search through to find things. Making the transition from
Google Docs to Scrivener was also a no-brainer, and I’d been told Scrivener does the
organization of things through those files and folders you get on the left hand side. Basically, I
grabbed everything from the Doc file and dropped it into Scrivener,” Simon says. From here he
was able to sort out chapters, so he could easily find topics that he wanted to expand on to finish
the book.Simon’s process involves setting up text files and giving them each a title relating to a
subject he wants to cover within his book. “Then I go through and I use the synopsis bit to put
some notes on what I want to cover. Basically when the writing process actually happens, then I
finally go into the main text edit bit in the center. I go through and expand on each of these points
very quickly, and then those get crafted into the final book.”Simon admits he is not one to sit
through the tutorials, preferring to learn as he goes. He uses the Targets feature to keep to him
on track with deadlines, and likes the option of the split screen mode. His self-editing process
consists of a number of drafts. “I’ll definitely do the very rough ideas draft, taking those notes in
the synopsis and document notes section and writing from that. Then I would say the next thing I
do is still a draft. The next thing after that is still a draft and then maybe I start editing.” His editing
involves mostly checking the order and structure, leaving the job of spotting typos and fixing
grammar to an editor. He also uses the text-to-speech function that is built into Scrivener to
listen to his book, as it helps him notice errors that he may have missed when reading.While
researching his next book, Productivity for Indies, Simon asked various authors to share their
productivity hacks. “Scrivener gets an unfair number of mentions,” he says. Simon’s weekly
podcast and archived author interviews can be found at .Simon WhistlerAuthor and voice talent
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Bill Hines, “Great value, short and to the point. The book contains a lot of excellent advice on
writing in general, aside from all of the great scrivener tips. He lost me a bit when he went into
printing out the index cards and pinning them to a wall or cork board. I love scrivener because I
don't have to do that! But, as it says, to each his or her own. I expected more of an overview of
his template though, a walk through of the pieces, screen shots, advise on it. The book is a really
good value and highly recommended for anyone using or considering scrivener. One of the few
that shows the differences between the windows and mac versions.”

Allan Story, “START with this book! Unexpectedly great for writing Windows non-fiction Kindle
books. From reading other reviews, I thought I might benefit from this book since so few deal
with the Windows version of Scrivener and since I felt the need of further help. I was a bit put off
at first becaused his focus seemed to be on fiction writing and my interest was in writing non-
fiction Kindle books. But the book suited my needs exceedingly well. It was well worth the
premium over what I usually pay.The tutorial included with Scrivener did not give me a helpful
overview. Nor did I find the manual in the help section helpful at my stage of the game. I've now
found some other more helpful things, but Herron's book gave me the best overview I've found,
more logically laid out. But this is far more than simply an overview. It is a substantial and
detailed manual for Scrivener. Certainly it's not comprehensive, but he got me far enough that I
think I can handle things on my own.dIt really helped to have his explanation that however you
customize the editor, that customization does not lock in the output. The output is controlled by
the compiler, which itself is highly customizable. And he walks you through several output
formats controlled by the compiler. He even tells you that for a Kindle e-book, you need a
download from Kindle (he gives you a link) which then appears as an option for the compiler
output. He also has a good section (that doesn't show up in the table of contents) on how to
structure a non-fiction book in the chapter on How to Structure Your Story. He helpfully explains
usage of the cork board and the inspector (the why as well as the how). And he explains
importing files you may already have on your computer.I wish I had started with Scrivener
Superpowers instead of Scrivener's tutorial. I suggest you do so.Full disclosure - I didn't read any
of the part on Scrivener for Mac. But I assume it's equally helpful.”

Belgianboy, “A finished novel on the horizon... finally!. I’m seven years into writing the proverbial
ten-year first novel. My writing is organic, driven by moments of inspiration. Which means it just
grows and grows, never gets organized, and nothing ever gets finished. I could envision that
tenth year slipping into an eleventh, and so on.But now Scrivener Superpowers has come along!
Combine one fantastic book with one fantastic program, and I can see putting final touches on
my own book within the next year-and-a-half (eight-and-a-half years instead of ten and
counting). I’ve never been published, and I’m not so young anymore, so a year-and-a-half makes



a difference.This book’s virtue is that on the one hand it offers a thorough grounding in the
business of writing and producing a book—the author literally shares everything he knows about
this—and on the other hand provides a step-by-step walkthrough of how to use Scrivener at the
most detailed, customized level. Scrivener isn’t totally intuitive, and dabbling wasn’t going to do
it. Plus I’m not one to browse the help menu or ferret out other directions. I needed my hand held.
Loaded as it is with “>” paths from the program, this is the book to do just that.A couple of things
especially noteworthy about this book are the many invaluable links the author provides
throughout this book (for example, his own No Nonsense Novel Template or another writer’s Six
Core Competencies) and his sharing of how he’s customized a certain feature when it doesn’t
quite work to his best advantage.”

Dr John Hulbert, “Good for those with some knowledge. A good book for revision and brushing
up your skills. I think that it might be challenging for a beginner .”

Anita, “Scrivener Superpowers. Clear, concise and definitely worth reading. Highly
recommended!”

Tom Eagles, “An almost perfect Scrivener primer. The only thing I would have appreciated
seeing covered in this book is in depth instruction on using inline graphics and tables, and how
to anchor such elements to text.”

Don, “Scrivener. Good book, though was expecting mostly  Scrivener for Windows.”

The book by M. G. Herron has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 179 people have provided feedback.
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